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CHAPTER 1 GROWING HERBS
Herbs are plants which are grown because of the characteristics
derived from the oils or other chemical components found in their
tissues. Herbs come in all shapes and sizes, from bulbs and
perennials to woody trees and shrubs.
Herbs can be described as any plant
whose roots, bark, stems, leaves,
seeds or flowers are used for specific
purposes. Many are scented plants, and
all provide something which is useful.
For example, there are herbs used in

cooking, cosmetics, perfumes, crafts,
pest control, or medicinally. Herbs
are often grown by themselves in a
dedicated herb garden, though they
can also be mixed in with other plants
throughout the garden.

Grow together different herbs with similar vigour but varied foliage colour and texture

Many people grow herbs in containers,
as tub plants or baskets, kept on a patio,
in a window box, or even as indoor
plants. Whatever way you choose,
growing herbs will add a new and
exciting dimension to your gardening.
Even old hands at herb gardening
continue to be amazed by the diversity
of herb varieties and their uses.
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Growing Healthy Herbs
To get the most out of your herbs it is
important that you keep your plants in
a healthy state. Herbs are generally
very hardy and highly adaptable plants
however the correct care will improve
the lifespan and general condition of
even the hardiest plants.
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Herbs grown in raised beds provide drainage

Where Can They Be Grown?

Getting Started

Herbs are quite versatile and can
be grown in a variety of situations,
which include:

You can begin a herb garden from seeds,
cuttings, purchased plants or plants
obtained from friends, etc. If you choose
to buy plants, tube stock is generally the
most economical means of purchase
because most herbs grow quickly.
However, large pots are usually better for
the slower growing woody herbs such as
rosemary, lavender and bay trees.

● Formal herb gardens
● Informal herb beds in the garden

such as in many cottage gardens

● In containers such as baskets, herb

pots, tubs and window boxes.

● Amongst other plants, such as

in a vegie garden as companion
plants for insect control, or as an
additional crop.
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When purchasing plants, you should
look for the following features as an
indication of whether it is a healthy plant
you are looking at:
● Does the plant have any damage

to its foliage?
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● Is there any discoloration of the

root tips?

● Is the plant pot bound?
● Are the growing tips lush and

healthy looking?

● Is the colour of the foliage

healthy looking or is it mottled or
discoloured?

Propagation
Most herbs are relatively easy to
propagate. Many grow well from seed,
and seed production is still one of the
most common methods of propagation.
However, cuttings and division are
the preferred methods of propagation
because they enable the production of
plants with identical characteristics to
the parent plants.

● Are there signs of pests or disease,

including under the leaves?

● Is the plant stem vigorous and

not straggly?

It is very important to remember that
if you want healthy plants you should
only purchase good quality plants. Don’t
compromise, it works out cheaper in the
long run!

Mint, thyme and other herbs can
propagate by division

Seed Propagation

Lavender grown in informal beds
separated by pavers
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To propagate plants by seed, consider
the health of the seed, freshness of the
seed, and choosing the right season
for sowing. Also, follow recommended
procedures and keep seeds and
seedlings moist but not wet.

